You know that it was necessary to work together and unitedly by the
members of the global club of the chief executives of the world to fight
corona pandemic scientifically.
But, they followed and practiced the traditional preventive method when
the corona conquered the world. Sure, it was a big failure of the official
bosse of the disabled capitalist class to halt corona train by practicing the
oldest preventive measures as stay home by imposing restriction on
gathering in public places.
However, still corona is winner and thereby the number of infected and
death is increasing. In spite of that so many members of the club are losing
restriction on gathering in public places by ignoring the waste situation and
its consequences and by denying the suggestions of WHO for not
shouldering the responsibilities for the sufferers by providing required
supports including cash and kinds to them for an effective effect of the
preventive measures to control the corona to reducing the rate of
transmission and well managed the health care system to cure the infected
to save lives and wealth.
In fact, they are leaving the war field by denying their responsibility and by
ignoring the scientific developments to use to fight better to defeat corona.
Therefore, they are going to confirm the long time victory of corona by
accepting the defeat of not only them but also the human being. But, such
defeat to coronavirus by the limitless failure of the club will create
unthinkable disasters along with huge death and uncountable loss of
wealth.
But, no responsible one can allow and see it silently, moreover, everyone is
aspirant to live.
Therefore, we the Information Centre For Workers Freedom have issued
its 2nd open letter to the club as follow:

Date: 11- 05-2020.

Open Letter No- 2.
To the head of all states/governments of the world and all global
organizations including IMF but concern with UN.
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Issue: Life first. Save life from the Coronavirus Pandemic
and its consequences.
Thanks for not considering our open letter with 13 points proposal to youthe club of the chief executives of the world , issued on 08.04.2020 to fight
corona pandemic better to defeat it within possible shortest time to save
lives and wealth. But, the rate of transmission and killing by the
coronavirus is increasing all over the world except some areas and
countries. No doubt, every infected is a live corona bomb thereby every
corona bomb is spreading unknown coronavirus.
Separation, isolation, social distance etc preventive measures are not new to
prevent and fight epidemic in human history but result is not satisfactory
and thereby the human being have faced and suffered by huge loss of lives,
and wealth, therefore, such tragic and pathetic history is not unknown to
you. But, sorry, you are going to fail to follow, care and practice such oldest
quackery method too.

Noted, when the waste situation by corona pandemic is worsening then
more or less all of you the members of the club are going to lifting the socalled lock down or restrictions on gathering in public places by not caring,
even the suggestions of WHO-the only global organization of you to make
sure safe health for the all of the world for losing the restrictions .
In fact, WHO is failed to do its duty to unite the all members of it to work
unitedly to fight and defeat coronavirus by the integrated scientific effort of
you all to make sure safe health for all within shortest period. Even, still
WHO failed to know the coronavirus by discovering its origin, chemical
properties, natures etc by assembling the expert scientists including
virologists of the world to work jointly to know corona to fight better
against the corona pandemic.
If you are going to leave the war field by lifting restriction on gathering
public places by not caring the suggestions of WHO to save money belong
to capitalist class but made by the wage slaves by ignoring the first
priority for saving the lives then may be, the upcoming but unexpected
situation will compel you to return for an all out lock down all over the
world for long period along with an unthinkable catastrophe or huge death
and lose of numerous wealth. May be, the earth will be a death valley by
withdrawing restrictions on public gatherings but the relatives of so many
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killed by corona will not be able to do the funeral services for the dead
bodies and then what? Are you want to be recorded as collaborator of the
corona virus – the number 1 terrorist and thereby killer of the world by the
next generation by not considering and accepting the policy that is the life
is first and money or wealth is next to live? Sure, life is not for money and
no dead body need money. So, money is useless without living men thus
money is never more important than lives, even not comparable. However,
are you sure that no moneyed man of the ruling capitalist class will be
killed by the unilateral winner coronavirus by leaving the war field by
you for not fighting corona pandemic for not losing or expending money
belong to the capitalist class? No.
So, it needs to follow the last horse, last soldier policy to fight and defeat
corona by you the club members unitedly and scientifically until win by
defeating and eradicating the coronavirus-the number 1 public enemy to
save lives and avoid the unthinkable disaster by mobilizing required money
and all resources what you know better the source of required resources
including money.
Really, you are proving that you are the political servant of the exploiter,
greedy, self-centered and one eyed capitalist class and thereby you are
observing and considering the society by the narrow outlook of the
capitalist class for the narrow interest of capital and the capitalist class.
Therefore, you are failing to watch, calculate, evaluate and realize the real
condition, situation and picture of the society by the effect and impact of
the coronavirus. Thus, you are failed to realize and consider the
importance of life of everyone and thereby you are undermining the lives of
the wage slaves-the producer of capital, as human being even, some of you
are pushing them below the domestic animals by not paying and providing
them required food and shelter in this waste situation what the domestic
animals are getting from their owners even when they are not in service. In
fact, you are proving that you are failed to realize the whole incidents and
affairs created by the corona pandemic and its terrible consequences
scientifically but you know the science and thereby you know that the
scientific effort is the best effort to solve any problem much more easily
and it’s the best way to overcome any waste situation. Therefore, not only
for the narrow interest of capital and capitalist class but you also need to
try to think broadly and scientifically to save the life of everyone of the
society by the integrated but scientific effort of you.
So, do such as follows immediately :
1.Consider positively our 13 points to implement.
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2.Stop all plan to lift lockdown or withdraw all restrictions on gathering in
public places to make sure to stay home for all except duty men of
emergency services. Not ignoring or avoiding but make sure to follow, care
and practice the suggestions and advices of the WHO for lifting lock down
or losing restrictions .
3. Go for 45 or 50 days all out lock down all over the world from a single
date by supporting and providing all daily necessities to the all needy men
to maximize the traditional effort to minimizing the rate of transmission of
coronavirus to limit and control the spreading of Covid-19 by separating
and isolating the infected and suspected by the massive test but WHO will
arrange and provide all test equipments freely for all of the world.
4. Make sure free test, free treatment and free funeral service for all
suspected, infected and dead. Therefore, not discrimination among the
patients but make sure equal treatment to all suspected and infected for
testing, investigating and diagnosing for protecting and curing by
providing latest treatment, vaccines, medicines, therapies, advices and
others if needed.
5. Urgently, appoint and engage the required number of expert and skilled
but concern scientists including virologists of the world to work jointly to
discover corona virus, and invent vaccines, medicines and other things to
prevent corona and to treat all infected of the world by the shortest time
under the direct supervision of the WHO. WHO can be reorganized if
necessary to do its duty properly and perfectly.
6. Take plan and project to solve the food problem chemically.
7. Make sure required soap and water at home for all- the 3 billion
sufferers of the world as early as possible; And shelter for all homeless.
If you the club positively and seriously consider to save lives and wealth by
the integrated scientific effort of you all then the whole society can expect a
new world free from corona fear and panic by the minimum cost but
within shortest period.
Life first, save life from corona pandemic by doing all necessary things.
Because, everyone is important and aspirant to live and everyone have the
right to live with safe health.
Noted, money and resources of the society are enough to do so.
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Hope for the best.

Information Centre For Workers Freedom
E-mail: icwfreedom@gmail.com
Web-site: http://www.icwfreedom.org/
Facebook Page(1)- https://www.facebook.com/www.icwfreedom.org
Facebook Page(2)- https://www.facebook.com/CoronaVirus19.icwf/
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